DATE:        April 29, 2014
TO:          All Bidders of Record
FROM:        Greg Van Wart, CNM Sr. Buyer
SUBJECT:     Amendment/Addendum #1 to T-2925 “Theatrical Lighting”.

This addendum becomes part of the Contract Documents.

Bidders are required to acknowledge receipt of this addendum in the space provided on page 16, Section E.1.

Changes, Additions and Clarifications as follows:

Question: Confirm that all the lighting fixtures (items 5, 6, 8) are to have Edison (NEMA 5-15P) connectors installed.

Answer/Clarification: The Strand PL-1 Fresnel and Profile should be provided with the PL Interconnect box, as specified in Section B of their respective description docs. The PL CYC fixtures have an integrated Powercon connection ports as described in Section B of its respective description doc. The Light Source LED Work Light should have integrated Powercon connections as per its model number specified in the bid docs. If fixtures are shipped with power leads as a standard component, then it should be an Edison (NEMA 5-15P) male to Powercon Connector.

All other specifications, terms and conditions remain unchanged. Bidders are required to acknowledge receipt of this Amendment in the space provided on page 9, Section E.1.